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Thinking About Risk

Risk and safety are two things that one person cannot really define for another, since each person thinks
about risks in their own personal way. While some feel that skydiving is a risk worth taking, others won’t
even go up in the airplane. Many things shape how people think about risk. Some people mainly consider
the risk to humans, while others are deeply concerned about environmental risks. There are risks we choose
to take – like driving down an interstate in a car, and risks that others expose us to without our consent –
like a pipeline running under a road. Each variation of risk is interpreted differently by different individuals.
In other words, it is not possible for us to say whether a particular pipeline is safe enough or not. All we can
do is to try to provide enough information so individuals can make that decision on their own.
We believe that risk is made up of two different factors, both of which need to be carefully considered when deciding how risky an activity is. Those factors are the probability that an event will
occur (the chance a pipeline will rupture or leak), and the possible consequences if it does. Other
briefing papers address the various things that pipeline operators are required to do to keep their
pipelines safe, and therefore reduce the probability of an event occurring. Additional measures
that help shed light on the probability of an occurrence are past incident rates, incident causes,
and industry and regulator care for pipelines in a given area. Past performance cannot accurately
reflect future incidents since many factors could change over time, but such data can provide trend
lines that point to needed changes in pipeline operation, maintenance, public outreach and regulations. Below are some graphs
that show the number of significant incidents occurring on the
different types of pipelines in
the past 20 years nationwide. A
significant incident is one where
there is any of the following: a
death, a hospitalization, $50,000
of property damage, certain size
spills on liquid lines, or an unintentional fire or explosion on a
liquid line. The graph also indicates the trend lines for incidents
during this period.
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Here is basically the same graph but for only Serious Incidents, which are only incidents that cause a
death or hospitalization. As you can see while hazardous liquid lines have many more significant incidents, they actually have the fewest serious incidents.

PHMSA Pipeline Incidents: (1995-2014)
Incident Type: Significant System Type: ALL State: ALL

Calendar
Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Totals
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Number
259
301
267
295
275
290
233
258
295
309
333
257
267
278
275
263
288
251
300
304
5,598

Fatalities
21
53
10
21
22
38
7
12
12
23
16
19
16
8
13
19
12
10
9
19
360

Injuries Property Damage
64
127
77
81
108
81
61
49
71
56
46
34
46
54
62
103
51
54
45
95
1,365

$74,291,229
$160,065,297
$108,382,011
$171,394,251
$175,046,770
$253,056,430
$77,717,793
$125,156,634
$164,206,832
$310,036,267
$1,450,053,109
$155,261,146
$149,596,100
$580,403,703
$177,671,037
$1,602,295,620
$414,085,015
$228,398,883
$345,193,585
$297,501,170
$7,019,812,881
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It is also possible to use PHMSA’s incident database to determine, based on past years’ incidents, the
probability of failure on an average mile of pipeline for the different types of pipelines, and to even
compare that probability for different states. This is a pretty coarse probability analysis but it does
provide a little more information about the differences between types of pipelines. Included here is a
chart that shows the average number of significant incidents per mile of onshore pipeline for the U.S.

Another way to think about these numbers is the odds that a pipeline will have a significant incident
on any one mile of pipeline. To illustrate, let’s use an example of a house owned by “Mary Jones”
in Fort Worth, TX that is located within the potential impact radius of a natural gas transmission
pipeline. According to these national averages you could expect to have a significant incident on that
mile of pipeline nearest Mary’s house once every 5,263 years. So based on average probability Mary
could most likely live out her life safely. Of course these types of probabilities don’t take into account
a whole range of things that could affect the safety of that particular stretch of pipeline, such as: the
materials that line is made of, the way it has been operated and maintained and inspected, whether
it is in an area prone to slides or flooding, the company’s and regulator’s safety culture, and whether
Mary or other residents have been vigilantly keeping an eye out for people digging along that mile.
For states with relatively small numbers of miles of pipelines the statistics can also be skewed by just
a small handful of events. So while the chance of an incident occurring while living along what these
statistics would term an “average” piece of pipeline is pretty slim, the numbers at least give us some
sense of the probabilities of such incidents.
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We have also included graphs that show the causes of the incidents, so it is easier to tell what the major
causes of incidents are, and which incidents are clearly within the control of the pipeline operator.
Significant Incident Cause Breakdown: 10 Year Average - (2005-2014)
System Type: HAZARDOUS LIQUID State: ALL
Offshore: ONSHORE Commodity: ALL
6.2%

Significant Incident Cause Breakdown 10 Year Average (2005-2014)
System Type: GAS TRANSMISSION State: ALL Offshore: ONSHORE
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Significant Incident Cause Breakdown 10 Year Average (2005-2014)
System Type: GAS GATHERING State: ALL Offshore: ONSHORE
8.3%

Significant Incident Cause Breakdown 10 Year Average (2005-2014)
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The above charts and graphs should provide some measure of the probability of a pipeline incident
happening. It is fairly clear from the data that the chance of a pipeline failing in any particular spot
is very, very small, but of course if you ask the families and friends of any of the 360 people who were
killed by pipeline incidents over the past twenty years they would tell you that the consequences are
huge. So what are the possible consequences of pipeline failures, and how can they be quantified?
For natural gas pipelines it is a little easier to calculate the area around a pipeline that would be impacted if there were a complete failure. In 2000 the Gas Research Institute contracted with C-FER
Technologies to produce a model – A Model For Sizing High Consequence Areas Associated With
Natural Gas Pipelines – that became instrumental in helping define potential impact zones around
natural gas pipelines. While the model is complex, the basic idea is that by considering the diameter of
the pipeline and the pressure at which it operates, it is possible to predict the impact area around the
pipeline that could lead to a fatal exposure in the event of a catastrophic failure. Below is the chart from
the model that predicts these hazard areas.
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If you want to
review the entire
C-FER Study you
can download it
by clicking here.
http://pstrust.
org/docs/C-FERstudy.pdf

Using the C-FER equation to determine the potential impact radius you can produce pictorial representations of that impact radius (see example aerial photo). For natural gas pipelines this gives a
pretty good representation of whether you are within the major consequence area of the pipeline,
although many experts think the C-FER equations may under represent this impact area for larger,
higher pressure pipelines. The same equation does not
work for hazardous liquid pipelines because the blast
areas are very different, and liquids can flow downhill
for a considerable distance before finding an ignition
source.
Another way is to consider the actual consequence of a
pipeline incident is by reviewing actual previous incidents. The National Transportation Safety Board investigates many of the most significant incidents and the
reports of their investigations can be found at: http://
www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/
pipeline.aspx
Of course one other way to consider the consequences is to read the accounts of particular incidents,
look at videos, talk to those affected, or look at pictures. We have provided some pictures below of the
consequences.
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Another type of consequence that is rarely considered when talking about pipeline incidents is healthrelated. Some individuals experience mental and/or physical health effects after an incident. When major liquid spills occur many people report similar short term and long term health effects. These types
of health effects are not captured in the incident data and rarely are reflected in the incident reports.
There is a growing body of scientific evidence that questions whether there is such a thing as a safe dose
of some chemicals – such as benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons – that are constituents of
the fuels transported in pipelines. These chemicals affect different people in different ways and some
people seem to be more sensitive to them than others. We are not health experts so will not even try to
describe or categorize such health effects here, but we have no doubt that they are real.
So what does all this mean? That is really up to you to decide. We have come to believe that the public
tends to focus more on the consequences of pipeline failures, where the industry and regulators seem
to focus more on the probability and feel quite comfortable with the risk. There is little doubt in our
minds that the chance of a pipeline failing in any specific location is really, really small, but as those
of us that have lived through pipeline incidents know the consequences can be disastrous and life
changing. The way specific pipeline operators operate, inspect and maintain their pipelines can make a
dramatic difference in the probability that a pipeline will fail. Unfortunately there is not enough data
available publicly to allow someone to judge operator performance with any real degree of confidence.
Looking back at past performance data gives us little real insight into how an operator may perform in
the future. Regulations are supposed to help predict future performance, and while transparency of the
information has improved, there are still few measurable metrics available to the public to allow us to
trust but verify how well the operators and regulators are performing.
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